Background {#Sec1}
==========

The identification of small molecules such as metabolites is a crucial step in metabolomics and environmental sciences. The analytical tool of choice to achieve this goal is mass spectrometry (MS) where ionized molecules can be differentiated by their mass-to-charge (*m/z*) ratio. As a single *m/z* value is not sufficient for the unequivocal determination of the molecular structure, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is applied, which results in the formation of fragment ions of the entire molecule. These fragments result in fragment peaks that are characterized by their *m/z* and intensity value. The intensity correlates with the amount of ions detected with that particular *m/z* value. These *m/z* fragment peaks can be used to infer additional hints about the underlying molecular structure.

The interpretation of the generated data is complex and usually requires expert knowledge. Over the past years, several software tools have been developed to overcome the time-consuming manual analysis of the growing amount of MS/MS spectra in an automated way. The first approaches tried to reconstruct observed fragment spectra by performing in silico fragmentation in either a rule based (e.g. MassFrontier \[[@CR1]\]) or combinatorial manner such as MetFrag \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\], MIDAS \[[@CR4]\], MS-Finder \[[@CR5]\] and MAGMa \[[@CR6]\].

MetFrag was one of the first combinatorial approaches developed and performs in silico fragmentation of molecular structures. Given a single MS/MS spectrum of an unknown molecule, MetFrag first selects molecular candidates from databases given the neutral mass of the parent ion. In the next step, each of the retrieved candidates is treated individually and fragmented in silico using a bond-disconnection approach. The generated fragment-structures are assigned to the *m/z* fragment peaks of the MS/MS spectrum, based on the comparison of the theoretical mass of the generated structure and the *m/z* value of the acquired fragment peak. Given a set of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures for one candidate, MetFrag calculates a score that indicates how well the candidate matches the given MS/MS spectrum. These scores are used to rank all retrieved candidates. Ideally, the correct one is ranked in first place.

Statistical approaches have evolved, which are learning fragmentation processes on the basis of annotated experimental MS/MS data. CFM-ID \[[@CR7]\] is using Markov-chains to model transitions of fragment-structures for the prediction of MS/MS spectra. Generated spectra can be aligned with the spectrum of interest and report the candidates with the best matching spectral prediction. FingerID \[[@CR8]\] uses MS/MS spectra to predict molecular fingerprints. These Fingerprints are bit-wise representations of molecular structures where each position in the fingerprint encodes a structural property of the underlying molecule. FingerID uses support vector machines (SVM) and is enhanced by CSI:FingerID (CSI:FID) \[[@CR9]\], integrating fragmentation trees which are calculated by SIRIUS \[[@CR10]\]. CSI:IOKR \[[@CR11]\] replaces the SVM prediction by an input-output kernel regression approach. Recent analysis in one of the latest CASMI (Critical Assessment of Small Molecule Identification) contests (2016) \[[@CR12]\] reveal that techniques supported by statistical learning (i.e. CSI:FID and CSI:IOKR) are the most promising and powerful methods used to perform structure elucidation if only the MS/MS data is considered.

In this work we introduce a new statistical approach to evaluate candidates for MS/MS spectra. Using training data, probabilities of the predicted fragment-structures given the observed *m/z* peaks are estimated with a Bayesian approach. These probabilities are integrated as new scoring terms for MetFrag to rank candidates. The new scoring schema is tested on the challenge data sets of the CASMI contest 2016. The method shown here complements the different machine learning and statistical approches that perform MS/MS spectra prediction (CFM-ID), prediction of molecular fingerprints (CSI:FID, CSI:IOKR) and now combining in silico fragmentation and statistical scoring for the evaluation of retrieved molecular candidates. The new scoring functions are available with the new MetFrag version 2.4.5.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

This section introduces the notation and the Bayesian model approach used to evaluate how likely a fragment-structure is in the presence of an *m/z* fragment peak. The resulting probabilities are defined across the domain of all possible fragment-structures and all *m/z* fragment peaks, but can be reduced to become tractable. The resulting probability distribution will be used in the candidate score $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S^{c}_{RawPeak}$\end{document}$ indicating whether a candidate can explain the *m/z* fragment peaks with fragment-structures seen in the training spectra. In analogy, neutral losses will also be considered. The parameter estimation to model the probability distribution is at the heart of our approach. We describe how they are estimated from training data, taking care to clearly separate training data from evaluation data. Finally we describe the evaluation using the CASMI 2016 challenge data and comparison to the results obtained by other approaches and state-of-the art small molecule identification programs.

First, we introduce notations required for our approach. A summary of the notation used in the following and their description can be found in Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} and [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Tables S1 and S2. Consider a set of *N* centroided MS/MS spectra $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}=\{\underline {m}_{n}|n=1,\dots N\}$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}_{n} = (m_{n1},\dots m_{n{K_{n}}})$\end{document}$ consists of *K*~*n*~*m/z* fragment peaks *m*~*nk*~. Furthermore, for each spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}_{n}$\end{document}$ a set of candidates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {c}_{n}$\end{document}$ of length *C*~*n*~ is given, typically retrieved from a database. For a given candidate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$c_{nc} \in \underline {c}_{n}$\end{document}$, MetFrag performs an in silico fragmentation and assigns each observed *m/z* fragment peak *m*~*nk*~ to one of the generated fragment-structures, denoted *f*~*nck*~ in the following. This can be interpreted as explaining the *m/z* fragment peak *m*~*nk*~ with the fragment-structure *f*~*nkc*~. On the basis of the in silico fragmentation, assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(\underline {m}_{n}, \underline {\smash {f}}_{nc}), c=1,\dots C_{n}$\end{document}$, are determined. As there is not necessarily a matching fragment-structure for every *m/z* fragment peak *m*~*nk*~, we introduce ⊥ in case an *m/z* fragment peak *m*~*nk*~ cannot be annotated, and denote *f*~*nck*~=⊥ in this case.

As stated in the introduction, we want to evaluate candidates for an MS/MS spectrum by a statistical scoring approach to be integrated into MetFrag. Therefore, we apply a scoring term based on the probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$P(\underline {\smash {f}}_{nc} | \underline {m}_{n})$\end{document}$. The distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$P(\underline {\smash {f}} | \underline {m})$\end{document}$ models the occurence of fragment-structures in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {\smash {f}}$\end{document}$ in the correct candidate for a given list $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}$\end{document}$ of *m/z* fragment peaks in an observed spectrum. In the following we assume the independence of the assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures yielding $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$P(\underline{\smash{f}} | \underline{m}) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} P(f_{k} | m_{k}), $$ \end{document}$$ with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m} = (m_{1},,\dots,m_{K})$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {\smash {f}} = (f_{1},\dots f_{K})$\end{document}$. From a chemical point of view, we know that certain *m/z* fragment peaks occur concurrently with other *m/z* fragment peaks (or at least with a higher certainty) due to multi-stage fragmentation pathways that lead to a further fragmentation of a generated fragment-structure. However, for the sake of model simplification we do not consider this information when assuming independence of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures.

A fragment-structure can be regarded as a connected charged molecular structure consisting of atoms connected via bonds. A graph can be used as data structure to represent a fragment-structure, as atoms and bonds can be represented by graph nodes and edges, respectively. However, to reduce the computational costs for comparing graphs by determining graph isomorphisms, especially when working with thousands or even hundreds of thousands of fragment-structures, we use molecular fingerprints as a bit-string representation of a molecular structure. Each bit of the fingerprint describes the presence or absence of a molecular feature within the structure. As different fragment-structures may share the same fingerprint, this approach reduces the the domain size and also generalizes very similar fragment-structures that would explain the same *m/z* fragment peak. There are different molecular fingerprint functions available, e.g., the MACCSFingerPrint \[[@CR13]\] and the LingoFingerprint \[[@CR14]\]. A fragment-structure fingerprint is defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f}_{k} = MolFing(f_{k})$\end{document}$, calculated by the fingerprint function *MolFing*.

We regard two fragment-structures *f* and *f*^′^ to be equal, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f'}$\end{document}$ are equal, although *f* and *f*^′^ might be structurally different. This reduces the comparison to constant time as the fingerprint length is independent of the size of the fragment-structure. The distribution can now be re-defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$P(\underline{\smash{\widetilde{f}}} | \underline{m}) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} P(\widetilde{f}_{k} | m_{k}). $$ \end{document}$$ The comparison of two *m/z* fragment peaks *m* and *m*^′^ can not be performed as a simple test for equality by *m*=*m*^′^. This is impractical for MS measurements as they show a certain degree of deviation depending on the mass accuracy of the instrument. For this reason, the m/z range covered by training and test spectra is discretized into non-equidistant bins \[*b*~*i*~,*b*~*i*+1~\]. The boundaries are calculated as *b*~*i*+1~=*b*~*i*~+2·(*mzppm*(*b*~*i*~)+*mzabs*) with *b*~0~ set to the minimum mass value of this range. The values *mzabs* and *mzppm*(*b*~*i*~) represent the absolute (in *m/z*) and relative mass (in ppm) deviation given by the MS setup.

Two *m/z* fragment peaks *m* and *m*^′^ are considered to be equal if they fall into the same bin. In the following each *m/z* fragment peak *m* is discretized to the central value of its bin.

Domains and Parameters {#Sec3}
----------------------

As a next step, the two domains *M* of *m/z* values *m* and *F* of all fragment-structure fingerprints $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f}$\end{document}$ need to be defined. For *M* one could consider all bins resulting from discretization. However, this is impractical as the major part of this domain is not observed for a given data set. Likewise, the domain *F* can be defined to contain all possible fragment-structure fingerprints. Using the MACCSFingerprint with 166 bits would result in 2^166^≈9.35·10^49^ different fingerprints. In practice this space needs to be reduced to be tractable, and again only a fraction will be observed for a given problem. For a spectral training data set of *N* MS/MS spectra and *C*~*n*~ candidates each, we define a reduced peak domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {M}_{tr}$\end{document}$ and a reduced fingerprint domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {F}_{tr}$\end{document}$ as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{array}{*{20}l} \widetilde{M}_{tr} &= \{m_{nk} | n \in 1,\dots N, k=1,\dots K_{n} \} \subseteq M \\ \widetilde{F}_{tr} &\,=\, \left\{\widetilde{f}_{nck} | n \!\in\! 1,\dots N, c\,=\,1,\dots C_{n}, k\,=\,1,\dots K_{n} \right\} \subseteq F, \end{array} $$ \end{document}$$

which are the *m/z* fragment peaks and fragment-structure fingerprints observed in this data set.
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$ as a list of all assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures in the training data, i.e. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $${} \mathcal{D}_{train} \,=\, \left((m_{nk}, f_{nck}) | n \,=\, 1, \dots N, c\,=\,1,\dots C_{n}, k \,=\, 1, \dots K_{n} \right). $$ \end{document}$$

Besides the MS/MS spectra given in this training data set we also need to address observations of an additional centroided MS/MS query spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}_{q}$\end{document}$ that is not part of the training data set. The processing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}_{q}$\end{document}$ is illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The domains are extended by the observations retrieved from this single query spectrum with *C*~*q*~ candidates and *K*~*q*~*m/z* fragment peaks, i.e. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{array}{*{20}l} \widetilde{M} &= \widetilde{M}_{tr} \cup \{m_{qk} | k=1,\dots K_{q} \}\\ \widetilde{F} &= \widetilde{F}_{tr} \cup \{\widetilde{f}_{qck} | c=1,\dots C_{q}, k=1,\dots K_{q} \}. \end{array} $$ \end{document}$$ Fig. 1MetFrag processing of a single query spectrum ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {m}_{q}$\end{document}$). The input for a MetFrag processing run is a query MS/MS spectrum and the candidate list. Fragments are generated in silico for each candidate and mapped to *m/z* fragment peaks in the given spectrum. The output is a list of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures for each candidate
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                \begin{document}$P(\underline {\smash {\widetilde {f}}} | \underline {m})$\end{document}$ with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$m \in \widetilde {M}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f} \in \widetilde {M}$\end{document}$, we introduce the notation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\theta _{m\widetilde {f}} := P(\widetilde {f}|m)$\end{document}$, which is the probability of fragment-structure fingerprint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f}$\end{document}$ given an observed mass *m*. The complete set of parameters is given as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\underline{\theta} = (\theta_{m\widetilde{f}}), \quad\text{for}\quad m \in \widetilde{M}, \widetilde{f} \in \widetilde{F}. $$ \end{document}$$

Parameter estimation {#Sec4}
--------------------

The parameters are initially not known and need to be estimated from the training data. In the process of parameter estimation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\underline {c}_{n}$\end{document}$ is set to only contain the known correct candidate (*C*~*n*~=1) for the generation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$ as this results in mainly correct predicted fragment-structure assignments as ground truth. The generation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$ is illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} where only the correct candidate for each spectrum is processed. One paradigm for parameter estimation is the maximum likelihood principle $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ \underline{\hat{\theta}}^{ML} = \underset{\underline{\theta}}{\text{argmax}}~P(\mathcal{D}_{train}|\underline{\theta}), $$ \end{document}$$ which results in $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N_{m\widetilde {f}}$\end{document}$ is the absolute frequency of the assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$. Fig. 2The training phase. The training consists of two major phases. For each phase a subset of the known reference MS/MS spectra is used. In the first phase MetFrag generates a list of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures for the given MS/MS spectra and their correct candidates. These assignments are generated by the in silico fragmentation of the correct candidate and the mapping of the generated fragment-structures to the *m/z* fragment peaks in the training spectrum. This assignments list ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$) is used in the second training phase along with the second subset of the reference spectra. Here, for each MS/MS spectrum the correct candidate is ranked with a candidate list using the consensus candidate score integrating besides the fragmenter ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S^{c}_{MetFrag}$\end{document}$) the two new statistical scoring terms ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S^{c}_{Peak}, S^{c}_{Loss}$\end{document}$). The number of correct Top1 rankings is used to optimize pseudo count and scoring weight parameters. The first training phase is used in analogy for the generation of the list containing assignments of *m/z* fragment losses to fragment-structures ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}^{L}_{train}$\end{document}$)
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                \begin{document}$(m, \widetilde {f})$\end{document}$ resulting from the query spectrum is not contained in the training data, a probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\hat {\theta }^{ML}_{m\widetilde {f}} = 0$\end{document}$ is estimated. As a consequence the probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$P(\underline {\smash {\widetilde {f}}} | \underline {m})$\end{document}$ for the query will be zero.

Due to the limitation of the available training data, this situation will arise quite often. To avoid this problem, we use the Bayes paradigm including a priori distribution for the parameters to be estimated. In addition, as we only consider the correct candidate for each spectrum in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}_{train}$\end{document}$ it is not possible to reliably estimate parameters in case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widetilde {f} = \perp $\end{document}$, which is the probability for an *m/z* fragment peak without an assigned fragment-structure. Within the Bayesian approach we model this probability with the prior distribution and set *N*~*m*⊥~=0.

In the following we will use the mean posterior (MP) principle $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *α* and *β* are also called pseudo counts.

The parameter estimation is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fragment losses {#Sec5}
---------------

Fragment losses can provide additional evidence for a molecular structure as the difference between two *m/z* fragment peaks provides hints about a substructure that was lost but not observed directly by an *m/z* fragment peak (neutral loss). However, we want to include this information in the evaluation of candidates for a given MS/MS spectrum. We define *l*~*nkh*~ to be the *m/z* fragment loss between two different *m/z* fragment peaks *m*~*nk*~ and *m*~*nh*~ from the spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For each pair of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks to fragment-structures (*m*~*nk*~,*f*~*nck*~) and (*m*~*nh*~,*f*~*nch*~) with *f*~*nch*~ being a genuine substructure of *f*~*nck*~ (*f*~*nck*~≠*f*~*nch*~), we introduce *f*~*nckh*~ as a loss fragment-structure. This fragment-structure is a substructure of *f*~*nck*~, that is generated if all bonds and atoms present in *f*~*nch*~ are removed (*f*~*nckh*~=*f*~*nck*~∖*f*~*nch*~). If *f*~*nckh*~ is connected, we define (*l*~*nkh*~,*f*~*nckh*~) to be an assignment of an *m/z* fragment loss to a fragment-structure.

In analogy to the pairs of *m/z* fragment peaks and fragment-structures (*m*~*nk*~,*f*~*nck*~), we define the domains for the *m/z* fragment losses and loss fragment-structures for the *N* MS/MS training spectra as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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of assignments of *m/z* fragment losses to fragment-structures.

In addition, both domains need to be extended for the additional query MS/MS spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This yields the mean posterior estimates $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evaluation of the assignments of fragment-structures to *m/z* fragment peaks and losses in MetFrag candidate scoring {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate a given candidate *c* retrieved from a compound database for an MS/MS query spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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using the log likelihood based on the estimated parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Furthermore, the raw score is normalized to the interval \[0,1\] by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using identical ranges for the different scoring terms as for the MetFrag fragmenter score simplifies their integration into the weighted sum of the final score. The score for including the assignments of *m/z* fragment losses to fragment-structures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Method evaluation {#Sec7}
-----------------

For the evaluation of the presented approach we used the challenge data set and evaluation procedures of the CASMI 2016 contest. In this contest candidate lists were provided by the organizers along with the spectra to be used by all participants. After the contest, several participants which used statistical learning (e.g. CSI:FID, CSI:IOKR, CFM-ID) coordinated which compounds were used in the training steps to improve the comparability between methods. They exchanged the InChIKeys (InChI: International Chemical Identifier) \[[@CR15]\] of the spectra used in training their approaches, although it was not guaranteed that two participants used exactly the same MS/MS spectrum for a compound identified by a common InChIKey if they used different spectral databases. This evaluation is based on 87 of the 208 spectra provided originally in the challenge, as the remaining 121 spectra were removed as they were included in the training data of at least one participant. The results for this subset of the challenge spectra were published in \[[@CR12]\] and used here in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for comparison against MetFrag2.4.5. We used the same set of InChIKeys to obtain the training spectra for this paper. The training data is available from the github repository accompanying the paper.

### Preparation of the training data set {#Sec8}

The training data set includes MS/MS spectra provided by the contest organizers consisting of 312 CASMI training spectra. Participants were allowed to use additional training spectra retrieved from spectral databases e.g. the MassBank of North America (MoNA) \[[@CR16]\] and the Global Natural Products Social Molecular Networking (GNPS) \[[@CR17]\] spectral library. The InChIKeys of the molecules of these additional spectra were provided by the participants.

We used the provided InChIKeys to retrieve the additional training spectra by querying the MoNA and GNPS spectral databases. For MoNA, retrieved MS/MS spectra from one institution were merged in case more than one spectrum was present for a molecule based on the first block the InChIKey. Thus for one InChIKey several merged spectra can be present in case they originate from different sources. Spectra originating from GNPS spectral database were merged independently of their source. The spectra merging was performed by averaging *m/z* fragment peaks within a specified mass range (given by MS setup of the MS/MS spectra) and retaining the peak of maximum intensity. This resulted in 5 622 spectra (4728 positive and 884 negative) which were used for training. To reduce the spectral complexity only the 40 most abundant (based on intensity) *m/z* peaks in each spectrum were used. The same applies to test spectra used for evaluation.

### Training of parameters {#Sec9}

In the training phase the optimal parameters used to calculate the candidates' consensus score need to be determined. This parameter set consists of the absolute frequencies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N^{L}_{l\widetilde {f}}$\end{document}$ of the assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks and losses to fragment-structures, the hyper parameters *α*,*β*,*α*^*L*^ and *β*^*L*^, and the score weights *ω*~1~,*ω*~2~ and *ω*~3~. The whole training phase described in this paragraph is illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Training was separated into two phases where in the first phase the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N^{L}_{l\widetilde {f}}$\end{document}$ parameters were determined using only the correct candidate for each training spectrum. Based on these absolute frequencies the optimal hyper parameters and weight scores are determined in the second phase.

If we had used the same data set for the estimation of all parameters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {D}^{L}_{train}$\end{document}$ would have contained the same pairs of *m/z* fragment peaks/losses and fragment-structures for the correct candidate to be ranked in the second phase. The correct candidate would then be favoured during candidate ranking. This is not representing a realistic case when a query spectrum of an unobserved molecule is processed where we expect also *m/z* fragment peak and loss assignments not previously observed in the optimization phase.

For this reason the complete training data set was split randomly into two disjunct groups of spectra. The splitting was performed by dividing the unique list of InChIKeys (first block) with a ratio of 70:30 and collecting each corresponding spectrum to a group based on the InChIKey of the underlying molecule. The larger group is used in the first phase to calculate the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the first phase the correct candidate of each spectrum was processed by MetFrag's in silico fragmentation. The *m/z* fragment peaks explained by a fragment-structure were corrected to the mass of the molecular formula of the assigned fragment-structure. This is required to be independent of the different mass accuracies of MS/MS spectra acquired under different instrument conditions. Thus the list of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks/losses to fragment-structures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the second training phase candidates were retrieved from a local PubChem \[[@CR18]\] mirror (June 2016) using the monoisotopic mass of the correct candidate of each spectrum and a relative mass deviation dependent on the experimental conditions of the underlying MS measurement. To reduce runtime the correct and at most 500 randomly sampled candidates were processed from the retrieved list of candidates. The rank of the correct candidate was determined and the overall number of Top1 ranks was used as optimization criterion.

For the hyper parameters the optimization was performed by a grid search over an initial domain including a set of all combinations of the values 0.0025, 0.0005 and 0.0001 resulting in a total of 3^4^=81 sets of hyper parameters. If the optimal number of Top1 ranks was located at the border of this hyper parameter domain the search space was extended by increasing or decreasing the parameter by a factor of 5 or 1/5 respectively. This procedure was continued until an optimum was found with an improvement of less than 1% compared to the previous optimum of Top1 ranks. For the score weights a set of 1000 parameter combinations was sampled equally distributed on the simplex. Consensus scores and the rankings of the correct candidates were calculated for all combinations of hyper parameters and weights resulting in initially 81.000 combinations.

Subsequent to this training procedure, the absolute frequencies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N^{L}_{l\widetilde {f}}$\end{document}$ were recalculated using the entire training data set to increase the observation domain of assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks/losses to fragment-structures used for the processing of the challenge data set.

### Fingerprint function {#Sec10}

To investigate the effect of the fingerprint function *MolFing* on the results, the complete training phase was performed four times with different fingerprint functions for the same training spectra. For comparison the Lingo- \[[@CR14]\], the MACCS- \[[@CR13]\], the Circular- \[[@CR19]\], and the GraphOnlyFingerprint were used. For calculation of the different fingerprints CDK (version 2.1) \[[@CR20]\] implementations were used. The fingerprint with the best training result was selected for the processing of the challenge data set.

### Processing of the CASMI challenge data set {#Sec11}

After the training phase and the selection of the fingerprint function, the in silico fragmentation and scoring was performed for the 87 challenge spectra using the provided candidate lists. Candidates that included non-connected substructures or non-natural isotopes (like deuterium) were discarded from the candidate lists. The candidate ranking was performed after the removal of multiple stereoisomers in compliance with the contest rules and evaluation. Stereoisomers were detected based on the first block of the candidates' InChIKey representing the molecular skeleton and only the best scoring stereoisomer was regarded for candidate ranking. The results were evaluated and compared on the basis of the average Top1, Top3, and Top10 rankings and the median and mean average rankings of the correct candidate as in \[[@CR12]\].

### Stability of parameter optima and ranking results {#Sec12}

Splitting of the training data set for the two phases was performed randomly. As the resulting parameters depend on the splitting, we performed ten independent trials with different splits of the training data. The resulting parameters and their performance on the challenge data set were reported to investigate the effect of randomization.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

Comparison of different fingerprint functions {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------

The ranking results obtained in the training phase on the basis of the different fingerprint functions (*MolFing*) are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The fingerprints used are the Lingo-, MACCS-, Circular-, and GraphOnlyFingerprint. The training results are based on the spectra processed in the second phase during training consisting of 1389 to 1471 spectra in positive and 255 to 279 spectra in negative mode depending on the run and the spectra splitting. Fig. 3Top rankings of training results. The Top rankings (Top1, Top3, Top10) of the ten training runs are shown for the different fingerprint function. The results are based on the rankings of the correct candidates of the training data used in the second training phase consisting of 1389 to 1471 spectra in positive mode (top) and 255 to 279 spectra in negative mode (bottom)

Comparable results are obtained with the Circular- and LingoFingerprint across both ion modes and across the different rankings as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} by the similar curve for the Top1, Top3 and Top10 rankings. Similar means of the rankings across the ten runs confirm this observation with 402.3, 639.8, and 881.2 for the mean Top1, Top3 and Top10 rankings using the Circular- and 398.4, 640.0 and 881.9 using the LingoFingerprint. These two fingerprint functions show superior results for the Top1 rankings compared to MACCS with 371.0 and GraphOnly 328.6. For Top3 and Top10 rankings and positive mode the MACCSFingerprint gives comparable results. Top3 and Top10 rankings in negative mode are comparable for all fingerprint functions.

The CircularFingerprint shows with the runs R07 in positive and R09 in negative mode the overall highest number of Top1 rankings with 518 of the 1686 training spectra. Due to this performance the CircularFingerprint is used for subsequent investigations and the evaluation of the challenge data set.

Randomization of training data sets {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

In this section we evaluate the impact of the randomization of the training data on parameter optimization. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the optimal parameter sets and the performance achieved on the training data using the CircularFingerprint. The overall ranking results vary across the ten runs for the Top1, Top3 and Top10 numbers in both positive and negative ion mode as expected. Boxplots of the parameter sets are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The variation of optimal hyper parameters as well as weights shows a similar pattern for both positive and negative ion mode where a larger variation can be observed in negative mode. Particularly the pseudo counts for annotated *m/z* fragment peaks show a broader variation with 5e-04 to 2e-05 (*α*) and 1e-03 to 2e-05 (*α*^*L*^) compared to positive mode with 1e-04 as optimum for *α* and an interval of 2e-03 to 1e-04 for *α*^*L*^. Fig. 4Boxplots of optimal weight and hyper parameters retrieved in the training phase. The parameters were obtained from the ten training runs with randomized splits of the training set and the CircularFingerprint. The rankings results show the optimal weight and hyper parameters for positive and negative mode Table 1Ranking results in the training phase based on the CircularFingerprintTop1Top3Top10Top1 (%)*αβα* ^*L*^*β* ^*L*^*ω* ~1~*ω* ~2~*ω* ~3~\# Spectra**Negative Mode**559315120.80.000020.002500.000500.000500.2680.4600.272265518915519.50.000020.062500.012500.000500.4340.3800.1862616210116522.90.000500.012500.000100.012500.3090.5080.1842717010617025.80.000500.002500.000020.012500.3170.4940.1892716210316123.80.000100.000100.000100.002500.1700.6160.2142606711015324.00.000100.002500.002500.000100.3000.4930.207279639815722.90.000100.000500.000100.000500.0540.5120.4342756810215825.00.000020.002500.002500.002500.2400.5580.2022728611417131.2\*0.000100.002500.002500.000100.4130.3980.1892767410616129.00.000100.000100.000020.000100.1890.4650.346255**Positive Mode**41266492528.00.000100.002500.000100.002500.3330.4380.229147140262286628.20.000100.000500.000100.002500.2080.4830.309142640666591329.00.000100.012500.002500.002500.3330.4380.229139939565189427.60.000100.002500.002500.002500.3090.5030.188143238761883927.40.000100.002500.000500.000500.4130.3980.189141340863087028.60.000100.000500.000500.000500.1650.5840.251142843265591030.6\*0.000100.012500.002500.000500.3780.4880.134141040064287428.20.000100.002500.002500.000500.2100.4880.302142038561383027.70.000100.002500.000100.000100.2660.3880.346138939663889127.70.000100.000500.000500.000100.1650.5930.2421428The optimization of the parameters was performed on the training data set with ten different random splits of the MS/MS training spectra to be used for first and second training phase. Optimization was performed separately for positive and negative mode. \*Runs with the best results based on the relative correct Top1 rankings (neg: R09, pos: R07) Table 2Results for the 87 MS/MS test spectra from the CASMI 2016 Challenge taken from Table 7 in \[[@CR12]\] augmented with the results of the proposed approach (MetFrag 2.4.5). For the participants of the challenge the best result is givenMetFrag 2.4.5MetFrag 2.3CFM-IDCSI:IOKRCSI:FIDMS-FinderMAGMaTop 1 Pos.919101332Top 1 Neg.12466−^∗^74Top 1215151613 ^∗^106Top 33816242623 ^∗^2516Top 105539404632 ^∗^3835Mean rank34.668.464.197.941.5 ^∗^28.776.8Med. rank514.512.5103 ^∗^17.523.5^\*^CSI:FID did not submit results for negative mode spectra
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                \begin{document}$S^{c}_{Loss}$\end{document}$ are distinctively lower and comparable to each other. The weight *ω*~1~ for the MetFrag score has a median of 0.2875 in positive and 0.2840 in negative mode. The weights for *ω*~3~ are 0.2355 respectively 0.2045.

In the following we analyze the robustness and the homogeneity of the results on the challenge data set with regard to varying parameters across the parameter space evaluted during optimization. This also helped to obtain a better explanation on the deviation of optimized parameters. Specifically we compare the distribution of the Top1 rankings considering (i) the ten optimal parameter sets from the ten randomizations, (ii) the parameter sets within the convex hull constituted by these ten optimal parameter sets in the six dimensional parameter space, and (iii) the complete parameter space evaluated during training of the parameters. The convex hull over the ten optimal parameter sets was calculated using the six degrees of freedom (*α*,*β*,*α*^*L*^,*β*^*L*^,*ω*~1~,*ω*~2~) from the seven parameters with the Python *Numpy* package.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows in yellow the distribution of the Top1 rankings of the CASMI challenge data set for the complete parameter space. Top1 ranking vary from 1 to 12 for the positive and from 4 to 14 for the negative challenge spectra, where the maximum of the distributions are six and ten for positive and negative mode, respectively. If parameter sets are restricted to the convex hull the distribution is clearly shifted to better performance, where Top1 rankings vary between 8 to 11 for positive and 10 to 13 for negative mode. This range of Top1 rankings is almost identical to the one resulting from the ten optimal parameter sets. The only exception are nine Top1 rankings for parameter sets within the convex hull in negative mode. In positive mode about 76% of the investigated parameters show worse results than achieved by the parameters contained in the convex hull. For negative mode this proportion is reduced to around 15% which can again be explained by the smaller number of available training data. Fig. 5Distribution of Top1 rankings on the challenge data set. The collection of barcharts show the Top1 rankings retrieved using the CircularFingerprint for selected parameter sets. Yellow bars show the normalized Top1 counts for all parameter sets used in the training phase. The green bars show the normalized rankings for all parameter sets within the convex hull spanned by the ten optimal parameter sets retrieved from the ten randomized training runs. The violet bars show the normalized counts from these optimal parameter sets. **a** Positive mode **b** Negative mode

For the subsequent comparison to other methods on the challenge data set we use the parameter sets resulting in the best relative Top1 ranking performance in the training phase. The corresponding runs are highlighted in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and are R07 for positive and R09 in negative mode.

Comparison with MetFrag2.3 {#Sec16}
--------------------------

The main goal of the integration of the proposed approach into MetFrag was to improve the candidate ranking augmenting the fragmenter score with statistical scores. The MetFrag versions 2.3 and 2.4.5 use exactly the same in silico fragmentation approach. MetFrag2.4.5 scoring was extended with the statistical scoring terms which make the difference in the comparison of both version. The results of MetFrag version 2.4.5 show a drastic improvement of the rankings for the CASMI challenge data compared to its older version 2.3 with regard to all performance measures as given in the first two columns of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The correct Top1 rankings show a more than four fold increase from 5 to 21 Top1 rankings. The improvement is especially distinct for positive mode with 9 Top1 rankings where MetFrag2.3 resulted in one single query correctly ranked at first position. The number of Top1 hits in negative mode is also increased three fold from 4 to 12. The improvement is also illustrated by the reduced mean and median ranks. Where the mean rank halved to 34.6 the median rank was even reduced by two third to 5. All three scores contribute substantially to these improvements and Top1 rankings vary smoothly with the weight scores (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1).

Comparison with other CASMI participants {#Sec17}
----------------------------------------

The MetFrag2.4.5 results were compared to the results obtained by all other participants of CASMI 2016, i.e., CFM_retrain, CSI_IOKR_AR, and CSI:FID_leaveout (abbreviated by CFM-ID, CSI:IOKR, and CSI:FID), MS-Finder and MAGMa. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the original data from Table 7 of \[[@CR12]\] with the ranking results for the 87 Challenge MS/MS spectra. The additional MetFrag2.4.5 column summarizes the results achieved using the new MetFrag statistical scoring terms.

In positive mode, MetFrag2.4.5 obtains nine Top1 rankings and shows a similar performace as CFM-ID (9) and CSI:IOKR (10). CSI:FID (13) outperforms all other approaches with regard to Top1 rankings in positive mode, however did not submit results for negative mode spectra. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b shows the overlap of the Top1 ranked challenges in positive mode for MetFrag2.4.5 and CSI:FID. There are only five challenges ranked first by both tools and thus a large degree of divergence between the correct predictions. Fig. 6Overlap of the correctly identified Top1 spectra of the challenge data set for selected participants. The Venn diagram (**a**) includes the four tools using statistical approaches (MetFrag2.4.5, CFM-ID, CSI:IOKR, CSI:FID) and shows the overlap of correcly identified challenges out of the 87 spectra (positive and negative mode). The diagram (**b**) shows the overlap of CSI:FID and MetFrag2.4.5 for the positive mode challenges. The large numbers indicate the amount of common challenges and the numbers listed underneath their challenge IDs

For the negative mode spectra MetFrag2.4.5 considerably outperformed all participants with 12 Top1 rankings. These are five more queries than MS--Finder could rank in first position and even twice as many than the other statistical approaches CFM-ID and CSI:IOKR.

Considering the complete test data set MetFrag2.4.5 outperforms all participants with regard to Top1, Top3, and Top10 rankings including the declared winner of the contest CSI:IOKR (Top1: 21, Top3: 38, Top10: 55 vs. Top1: 16, Top3: 26, Top10: 46). The improved results are also confirmed by the smaller median and mean rankings of 5 and 34.6 compared to 10 and 97.9. We note that considering the median, CSI:FID shows a better performance than MetFrag2.4.5, however did only submit results for positive mode.

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a shows the overlap of correctly identified Top1 challenges of the participants which use statistical approaches. Interestingly, there is a relatively large number of challenges that are identified by only one of the approaches. With 10 challenges MetFrag2.4.5 shows the highest amount of unique queries ranked correctly in first place, which is predominantly caused by the eight Top1 negative mode challenges.

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

The results obtained by the combination of MetFrag's in silico fragmentation approach and statistical fragment annotation learning have shown an overall improvement of the ranking results of the relevant CASMI 2016 test set. Different fingerprint functions have been tested to avoid the expensive graph isomorphism problem to find matching fragments. The training phase revealed a dependency between the number of correct top hits and the fingerprint used. While MACCS- and especially Lingo- and the CircularFingerprint showed the best and also comparable results, the GraphOnlyFingerprint showed a significantly lower number of correct top rankings on the training set. We attribute the inferior performance of the GraphOnlyFingerprint primarily to the lack of representing bond orders and hence encoding less chemical information than all other fingerprint types evaluated. Due to the best performance in the training phase the CircularFingerprint was selected for further investigation on the test set.

Ten different hyper and weight parameter sets resulting from optimization with ten randomized splits of the training data were used to investigate the robustness and the distribution of these parameters accross the different training sets. While the optima of the seven parameters varied slightly between the different splits, the parameter sets still showed a clear trend across all ten runs. Especially the effect of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S^{c}_{Peak}$\end{document}$ score weight *ω*~2~ was predominantly higher compared to *ω*~1~ and *ω*~3~ for both positive and negative ion mode. The assumption that the observed parameter variation is an indication for a relatively broad and homogenious parameter optimum was confirmed by the investigation of the ranking results retrieved using parameters located in the convex hull spanned by the ten optima. These distributions also indicate a high robustness of the performance with varying parameter sets across these parameter optima.

An important outcome of this study is the significant improvement of the ranking results retrieved adding the presented Bayesian approach to MetFrag's native in silico fragment annotation. While the improvement gain for the Top3 and Top10 rankings are less pronounced, this comparison impressively demonstrates the benefit including statistical approaches for MS based compound identification. This corresponds to the outcome of CASMI 2016 where a comparison of different statistical and non-statistical approaches was made \[[@CR12]\].

The proposed Bayesian approach follows a different mechanism than the existing statistical compound identification methods predicting molecular fingerprints (CSI:FingerID, CSI:IOKR) or MS/MS spectra (CFM-ID). The comparison of the different approaches on the CASMI 2016 test set used in this study shows on the one hand that the presented approach compares well to the existing ones and on the other hand that a relatively large number of challenges are identified by only one of the approaches (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). From the latter finding it may be concluded that there are different preferences for certain types of spectra of the CASMI 2016 contest. The comparison also revealed that for MetFrag2.4.5 the performance is comparable between positive and negative mode (9 vs. 12). CSI:IOKR shows lower performance ranking result for the negative mode spectra compared to positive mode (6 vs. 10). We assume the combination of in silico fragmentation and statistical scoring has a positive effect in case only limited training data is available. Only a small fraction of negative mode training data was available for this contest and resulted in generally worse results of the statistical approaches in negative mode.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

In this work new statistical scoring terms are introduced to MetFrag. This model assesses the assignments of *m/z* fragment peaks/losses to fragment-structures derived from in silico fragmentation of a candidate and assumes independence of the individual assignments. The model parameters are estimated using the mean posterior approach. Hyper parameters of the statistical model as well as score weights are optimized by a grid search. The performance is evalutated on a subset of the CASMI 2016 contest challenge spectra for which the spectrum was not among the training data set of any participant. The results show that with the integration of the two new statistical scoring terms MetFrag could be improved four fold regarding the number of Top1 rankings. In addition it showed a better performance than the declared winner of the contest CSI:IOKR regarding the number of correctly ranked Top1, Top3 and Top10 candidates. The new scoring terms are now available in the command line tool (version 2.4.5) as AutomatedPeakFingerprintAnnotationScore and AutomatedLossFingerprintAnnotationScore and also in the web interface (<https://msbi.ipb-halle.de/MetFrag>) as "Statistical Scoring" trained on extended data set than used in this work. The additional scoring terms complement current scoring terms based on experimental data and can also be combined with additional meta information if available as described in \[[@CR3]\].

We also want to stress that once the method is trained on spectra in the training phase, it can be applied and used for annotation on any data set. The data set can vary whereas the training data set is fixed once the method was trained, which is similar to all other machine learning and statistical methods mentioned in this work.
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CASMI

:   Critical assessment of small molecule identification

CSI

:   FID: CSI:fingerID

InChI

:   International chemical identifier

MP

:   Mean posterior

MS/MS

:   Tandem mass spectrometry

m/z

:   Mass-to-charge ratio

mzabs

:   Absolute mass deviation

mzppm

:   Relative mass deviation

SVM

:   Support vector machines
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